
Benchmarks
We compared our approach (factor + rem) running on Maple 2016
to Maple’s normal command, Magma 2.21-12, and Fermat 5.21 on
a Core i7 3930k 3.2 GHz with 64 GB of RAM with 64-bit Linux.
Factoring produces acceptable performance, but our division with
remainder is worth another order magnitude on the large problem.
Our division routine can expand the numerator even if factoring is
not performed, even though it suffers from blowup.

Fermat Test #1 Large Fermat Test #1 Small
time memory time memory

normal >10 hours >64.0 GB 131.400 s 8.8 GB
rem only 80.550 s 2.5 GB 2.900 s 145.0 MB

factor only 4.700 s 0.9 GB 0.152 s 37.9 MB
factor + rem 0.213 s 11.5 MB 0.058 s 4.3 MB

Magma 9.130 s 223.0 MB 0.750 s 64.1 MB
Fermat 3.980 s 260.0 MB 0.380 s 30.6 MB

Conclusion
This code should be integrated into Maple’s normal command in a
future release. We also developed a heuristic to anticipate blowup
so that Maple can call our code. Factoring univariate polynomials
was found to be inefficient at present. We plan to use our division
routine to improve Maple’s expand command in the future.
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Factoring Subexpressions
Our first idea was to convert expanded polynomials to factored form since Maple
is efficient in that case. The subsindets command transforms expressions of
a given type (expanded sums) using a procedure (factor).

> f := subsindets(f, And(‘+‘,expanded), factor):
> normal(f);

This change alone produced competitive timings (see benchmark table) although
we observe high memory usage on the large Fermat test. We tried replacing each
factor by a new variable. This simplifies quickly, and the challenge is to evaluate
the numerator at a set of multivariate polynomials and expand the result.

Maple expands most objects recursively, which causes two problems in our case.
The terms in a sum like f 2g2 or f 2g3 are expanded separately and merged, which
uses a lot of temporary space, and powers are expanded first, so f 2g2 is computed
as (f 2) · (g2). For sparse polynomials it is much faster to multiply ((f · f ) · g) · g.

Substitution by Division
To address these inefficiencies we wrote a C routine to divide sparse multivariate
polynomials by a set of sparse multivariate polynomials. If {α1, α2, . . . } are new
variables representing the factors {f1, f2, . . . }, then we can divide the numerator
by {α1 − f1, α − f2, . . . } to substitute for the αi’s and expand. This algorithm is
equivalent to expanding by repeated multiplication.

We can implement the division efficiently by using a heap of pointers as follows.
For each term in a divisor, we store the product of that term with the next term of
the quotient. Products are compared in the heap and merged in descending order.
After a product is merged, the pointer for that divisor term increments to the next
term of the quotient. The setup is shown below for one divisor.
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Introduction
Maple’s normal command simplifies rational expressions
by placing the expression over a common denominator and
cancelling a gcd. The first step is done by the kernel, which
recognizes common factors by their address in memory.
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x(y + 1)
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y(y + 1)
→ x + y

xy(y + 1)

Maple deals with factored forms efficiently, but it does not
compute gcds so the common denominator it uses may not
be the lcm. For the large multivariate examples considered
here this leads to blowup.

However the approach works well in most cases, including
small problems, univariate problems, and expressions with
functions. Maple’s gcd code is interpreted, so the overhead
of calling it many times could easily outweigh the savings.

In the end, we decided to augment the existing code with a
preprocessing step for large problems. This approach has a
lot of flexibility if something turns out to be inefficient.

The Fermat Benchmarks
The Fermat tests are a set of problems posted online by the
author of Fermat [1]. The first one substitutes multivariate
rational expressions into a multivariate polynomial and the
result simplifies to zero. A smaller version of the problem
removes some variables by evaluation first.

Maple is slow on both problems because the denominators
have a non-trivial multivariate gcd. The large version has a
gcd with 12 variables and 840 terms. Because Maple does
not compute lcms, it multiplies by extra powers of the gcd
before combining like terms. These polynomials are huge.

This example shows how to get an extra factor of g2 in the
numerator (assuming bg and dg are expanded).(
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Mathematical Operations
Common manipulations (simplify,
factor, expand,…) Right-click expression and select from menu

Solve equations Right-click equation Solve

Solve numerically (floating-point) Right-click equation Numerically Solve 

Solve ODE Right-click DE expression Solve DE Interactively

Integrate, differentiate Right-click expression Integrate or Differentiate

Evaluate expression at a point Right-click expression Evaluate at a Point

Create a matrix or vector Matrix palette Choose Insert

Invert, transpose, solve matrix
Right-click matrix Standard Operations select
Inverse, Transpose, ...

Evaluate as floating-point Right-click expression Approximate

Various operations and tasks Use Task Templates: Tools Tasks Browse

Expressions vs. Functions
Operations Expression x2+y2 Function (operator) g(x,y) = x2+y2

Definition !"#$"%&'"(")&'* +"#$",%-)."/0""%&'()&'*

Evaluate at x=1, y=2 1234,!-"5%$6-)$'7.*"produces 5 +,6-'.*"produces 5

3-D plot for x from 0 to 1, y from 0 to 1 849:;<,!-%$=>>6-)$=>>6.* 849:;<,+,%-).-%$=>>6-)$=>>6.*

Conversion to other form
!'"#$"?@3884),!-%-).*

!',6-'.*

produces 5

+'"#$"+,%-6.*""

+'"("A*

produces x2+1+z

Units and Tolerances

Add units to value or expression
Place cursor to right of quantity. Use Units (SI) or 
Units (FPS) palette or right-click Units Affix unit.

Add arbitrary unit from Units (SI) or Units (FPS) palette and
enter desired unit

Simplify units in an expression Right-click expression Units Simplify

Convert units Right-click expression Units Convert

Enable automatic units simplification BC:D,E@C:F5G:3@<3H<7.*

Enable tolerance calculations BC:D,I941H3@J1F.*

Tolerance quantity in 2-D Math !"#$ %&% for 9 ± 1.1

Tolerance quantity in 1-D Math K"L(/"6>6* for 9 ± 1.1

Input and Output
Interactive data import assistant Tools Assistants Import Data

Import audio or image file Tools Assistants Import Data

Code generation (C, FORTRAN,
Java, Visual Basic®, MATLAB®)

Right-click expression Language Conversions. 
See ?CodeGeneration for help and details.

Publish document in HTML, PDF,
LaTeX, or Microsoft® Word-RTF

File Export As select HTML, PDF, LaTeX, 
or Rich Text Format

Select Interactive Tools and Utilities
Quick introductory tour Help Take a Tour of Maple

Show available task templates Tools Tasks Browse

Plot Builder
Right-click expression Plots Plot Builder, 
or Tools Assistants Plot Builder

ODE Analyzer Tools Assistants ODE Analyzer

Data Analysis Assistant Tools Assistants Data Analysis

Unit Conversion utility Tools Assistants Units Calculator

Back-Solving Assistant Tools Assistants BackSolver

Apply numeric formatting Right-click expression Numeric Formatting

Maple Portal Help      Manuals, Resources and more 
Maple Portal

Manuals Help Manuals, Resources, and more Manuals

Graphing Calculator Interface Installs as separate program. Launch from Start
Maple Maple Calculator

Interactive education tutors for 
topics in Calculus, Precalculus, 
and Linear Algebra

Tools Tutors
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Important Maple Syntax
#$ Assignment 3#$'*"M#$;(%*"J#$3(M* produces 5 + x for J

$ Mathematical equation F9421,'N%"("3"$"6-%.* produces x =
1-a
—
2

$ Boolean equality C!"3"$"="":D1@"O

Suppress display of output Terminate command with a colon, e.g. 6===P"#

[ ]  List (ordered) A#$5J-"M-"37*"A567* produces c

{ } Set (unordered, no duplicates) Q3-"M-"3-"JR* produces {a,b,c }

Display help on topic S:98CJ
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Plotting and Animation
Plot an existing expression - click expression Plots Plot Builder

Plot new expression Tools Assistants Plot Builder

Add new expression to existing plot Highlight and drag expression into plot

Add annotations to plots Click on plot, then on the toolbar

Animation and parameter plots for 
functions of several variables

Right-click expression Plots Plot Builder
and select a plot type
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